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Which information animals can 
receive from Earth magnetic field 

Two types of information: 
1. Direction 
2. Position 



Artificial magnetic field influence 
“heading” behavior in birds 



Maybe even humans  - unconsciously 



Magnetic Alignment in Carps: Evidence from the Czech Christmas Fish Market 

Plose One, Dec 2012 



Papers about magneto reception 

Good paper: 

• Shows direction preference related to magnetic 
field 

 



Papers about magneto reception 

Good paper: 

• Shows direction preference related to magnetic field 

AND 

• Shows change of preference when magnetic field is 
changed artificially (whereas other parameters are 
unchanged) 

 
Some papers only show direction preference and speculate that it is related to magnetic 
field 

 





Magnetoception 
in mammals 

Nest of  

Zambian mole rat (Fukomys 

amatus) 



Big brown bat 
Eptesicus fuscus 

Heading directions at 5 km after release 20 km 
north of the home roost (to south; black 
arrow). 
 
Red, anticlockwise (ACW) rotation of magnetic field by 90° 
with respect to north; blue, clockwise (CW) rotation of 
magnetic field by 90°; green, controls (no rotation of 
magnetic field) 

Magnetoception 
in mammals 





Could Human being feel magnetic 
field? 

vs 

Geomagnetic storm: 
Moderate 50-100 nТ 
Intense 100-250 nТ 
Super-storm >250nТ “В настоящее время отделение "МРТ-

технологии"  МТЦ СО РАН оснащено 
современными томографами: 
1,5 Т Achieva фирмы Philips и 0,4 T фирмы 
Hitachi” 

Earth's surface ranges from 25 to 65 uT 



Magneto sensor systems 

How does it work? 



Magneto sensor system I - 
cryptochromes 



Magneto sensor system I - 
cryptochromes 



Magneto sensor systems 

I 

Main molecules - cryptochromes,  
In birds localized in retina 



Magneto sensor systems 

I II 

Main molecules - cryptochromes,  
In birds localized in retina 

Main molecule – Fe3O4 (“magnetite”)  
In bacteria localized in magnetosomes 



Magneto sensor system II 

Localization of Fe3O4  in birds 

1. Upper beak 2. Inner Ear Lagena 

cochlea 



Photomicrographs and Anatomical 
Tracings for c-Fos-Positive Neurons 



Single-cell extracellular responses  
from vestibular nuclei  

during magnetic  
field stimulation 
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Why studying magneto reception? 



Why studying magneto reception? 



P.S. – Растительный магнетизм? 


